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A journey to discover the perfumes of far and exotic oriental places along the trail of Marco Polo. VELI D’ORIENTE is a 
decorative finish that offers the silkiness and reflections of precious fabrics and the play of lights and colours that give 
interior walls a sense of exotic enchantment. Mould resistant formula. 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

VELI D’ORIENTE is composed by synthetic and natural oils and resins, extrathin inert fillers and additives to give excellent 
workability. VELI D’ORIENTE has good elasticity and adherence, is non-flammable, is, washable, water-based and 
therefore harmless for people and the environment.  

USE: 

VELI D’ORIENTE is the ideal solution for interiors, where a smooth and shiny finish of great value combined with good 
resistance and washability is wanted. Suitable for hotel halls, banks, offices, shops and particularly elegant interiors. Can be 
applied to a wide range of surfaces, including plasterwork, plaster, plasterboard, wooden furniture and panels, painted walls 
and smoothing compounds, as long as these surfaces are sound, clean and free from damp and efflorescence. 

PREPARATION AND APPLICATION: 

Clean the surfaces that are going to be painted, removing any loose and flaky material. Apply one coat of PRIMER A, fully 
saturating the surface. On rough and uneven surfaces apply several coats of PLASTUC TIPO A, smoothing with a steel 
spatula until a perfectly flat and smooth surface is obtained. When the surface is completely dry, apply one coat of 
SMARTCOAT EXTRATHIN 0.1 mm with a short bristle roller.  When the undercoat is completely dry, apply the first coat 
(diluted 50% with water) of VELI D’ORIENTE with a short bristle roller. Apply the 2nd coat of VELI D’ORIENTE on the 
surface with a steel trowel. When the product is drying press it with low pressure in order to obtain the characteristic colour 
variations given by the substances contained in the product. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

 Before application, ensure that the surface is perfectly dry and cured, and well adherent to the substrate. Surface must 
be clean and free from oil, grease, mould, fungus, bacteria, efflorescence or any other defect that could impair adherence 
or successful results. 

 Protect containers from freezing (minimum + 5° C). 

 Store in a cool, dry place; do not expose to direct sunlight. 

 Use product at a temperature of the work environment and treated surface between 8°C and 35°C. Relative humidity 
must not exceed 75%. 

 Do not allow drying to take place with temperature of the work environment and treated surface below 5°C. 

 Scaffolding should be erected in a way that allows work to be continued uninterrupted until a natural boundary of the 
building is reached, to avoid seams, overlaps and differences in colour. 

 Ensure that a sufficient quantity of the same batch of paint is available to complete the entire job, or at least to complete 
whole sections that will not reveal differences in shade. 

 Given the many different factors that may affect the outcome of application, in any case of doubt contact our Technical 
Service. 
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TECHNICAL DATA: 
Drying time at 20°C touch dry 1 hour, in depth 24 hours 

Dilution 
1st coat: 50% with water 
2nd coat: non-diluted 

Consumption rate 
1st coat:  0.040 – 0.050 l/m2 = 20 - 25 m2 /l 
2

nd
 coat: 0.100 – 0.120 l/m

2
 = 8 - 10 m

2
 /l 

Specific weight 0.95  0.05 kg/l 

Dry residue at 105°C 51% ± 1% 

pH ~8 

Storage time 24 months 

Appearance of dry film Smooth shiny trowelled effect. 

Bases Gold and Silver 

Colours “Veli d’Oriente” Colour collection  

Packages 2.5 l - 1 l 

Emission limits of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) according to directive 2004/42/CE: 
Classification: A/ l) "decorative effect coatings"; 
Limit Phase II (from 01/01/ 2010): 200 g/l 
VOC: 110 g/l (max). 

The above information has been obtained from scrupulously controlled tests, and represents our best and most recent knowledge. This 
information is provided for reference purposes only. It is not binding upon the manufacturer, and neither may it constitute grounds for any 
kind of complaint whatsoever associated with the use of the products described, also considering that the conditions of use are beyond 
our control. 

Please refer to the relevant Safety Data Sheet. 
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